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STATEMENT BY HIS EXCELLENCY MR. MUHAMMAD NAWAZ SHARIF,
PRIME MINISTER OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN DURING
THE GENERAL DEBATE OF THE SIXTY-NINTH SESSION OF THE UN
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
New York,
September 26, 2014
Mr. President,
congratulate Mr. Sam Kutesa over his election as the President of this
Assembly. I assure him that his priorities – revitalization of the General
Assembly, sustainable development, climate change and peaceful
settlement of disputes – are also our priorities. Our delegation will extend its
support to him, to achieve these objectives.
I also pay tribute to Mr. John Ashe for his effective leadership of the
past session of the General Assembly.
We commend the Secretary General’s efforts to find diplomatic
solutions to complex challenges to international peace and security. We
appreciate his leadership in hosting a Climate Summit.
Mr. President,
Extreme weather patterns are disrupting world economies. In Pakistan,
we have directly experienced such a calamity only recently. The monsoon
floods in Pakistan have killed hundreds of people, displaced millions, destroyed
and damaged homes, livelihoods, infrastructure, cattle and crops. We are
mobilizing all our resources and ingenuity to provide relief and to ensure
recovery.
The international community should intensify its efforts to move from
awareness to commitments to actions on climate change, which is playing
havoc with the economies, particularly in the developing countries.
Mr. President,
This is a defining moment for the United Nations, as it embarks on the
task of transforming the lives of billions of people, by investing in sustainable
development in the next fifteen years.
We are setting ourselves a vital target of eradicating poverty by 2030.
To do that, we need to go beyond the Millennium Development Goals. We need
a new approach to eliminate conflict and violence and reduce inequality within
and among nations. Only then, we will be able to ensure healthy lives, empower
women and girls, improve quality of education, create jobs and guarantee
supply of affordable energy.
The time is ripe for such ambition and action. The sustainable
development goals crafted so far, must be woven in an overarching framework.
We must prioritize them. First things should come first. Peace, stability, and
inclusive economic growth – all come first.
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Mr. President,
At the national level, we have launched our Vision 2025, which puts
people first. This is inspired by our founding father, Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad
Ali Jinnah’s vision of a welfare state, based on the principles of justice, equity
and responsibility.
In the coming decade, we will develop human and social capital
through investment in education, health and gender parity; stimulate sustained
economic growth; prioritize energy, water and food security; modernize public
sector, and encourage private sector-led entrepreneurship.
We have determined that regional peace and security, political stability
in the country, the rule of law and social justice are absolutely crucial for the
realization of these goals. Above all, we will continue to work for the promotion
and protection of human rights.
Energy is the key to economic development. Pakistan Co-Chairs the
Group of Friends of UN Secretary General’s initiative on Sustainable Energy for
All. The objectives of this initiative are also our national goals.
Mr. President,
It is my government’s aspiration and effort to build a peaceful
neighborhood by pursuing a policy of constructive engagement.
In South Asia, our people have missed opportunities for prosperity
because of unresolved conflicts. We have a choice today: continue with the
status quo or to seize the moment to resolve all outstanding issues and free up
our shared energies for cooperation. To take this course of high statesmanship,
we need more, not less, dialogue and diplomacy. We need to respect each
other’s rights and sensibilities. We must have relationships based on equality,
mutual respect and transparency.
We were disappointed at the cancellation of the Foreign Secretary-level
talks by India. The world community, too, rightly saw it as another missed
opportunity.
Pakistan is convinced that we must remain engaged in the dialogue
process for settling disputes and building economic and trade relations. Let us
not ignore the dividends of peace.
Mr. President,
More than six decades ago, the United Nations passed resolutions to
hold a plebiscite in Jammu and Kashmir. The people of Jammu and Kashmir are
still waiting for the fulfillment of that promise.
Many generations of Kashmiris have lived their lives under occupation,
accompanied by violence and abuse of their fundamental rights. Kashmiri
women, in particular, have suffered immensely.
For decades, attempts have been made, both under UN auspices and
bilaterally in the spirit of the Lahore Declaration, to resolve this dispute.
The core issue of Jammu and Kashmir has to be resolved. This is the
responsibility of the international community. We cannot draw a vale on the
issue of Kashmir, until it is addressed in accordance with the wishes of the
people of Jammu and Kashmir.
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Pakistan is ready to work for resolution of this issue through
negotiations. Our support and advocacy of the right to self-determination of the
people of Jammu and Kashmir is our historic commitment and a duty, as a
party to the Kashmir dispute.
Mr. President,
Afghanistan is going through momentous security, political and
economic transitions. As always, Pakistan stands in solidarity with the fraternal
Afghan people. I congratulate the people of Afghanistan over the successful
completion of the electoral process and offer our warm felicitations and good
wishes to the new Afghan leadership.
It is our earnest hope that these landmark processes would culminate
in the emergence of a stronger, more stable, and unified Afghanistan. We also
hope that the process of inclusive Afghan-led and Afghan-owned reconciliation
would move forward, contributing to greater harmony, stability and prosperity
in Afghanistan.
Pakistan remains committed to forging a deeper bilateral relationship
with Afghanistan on the basis of equal security and shared prosperity. Our two
nations confront common challenges, which call for greater cooperation and
understanding.
Afghanistan should become a pivot of strategic cooperation, rather than
of rivalry. In the past year and a half, we have consciously reached out to
Afghanistan to address difficult issues and build on convergences. We have
made headway in this effort.
Pakistan continues to host, for the past 30 years, millions of Afghan
refugees on its soil. This is the largest refugee caseload in the world. The
international community must maintain and enhance support for the
repatriation of these refugees and provide for their reintegration in
Afghanistan.
To stem drug trafficking, it is important to pursue a comprehensive
approach to eliminate poppy cultivation, reinforce border security, and
interdict criminals. Pakistan is mainly a victim of drugs transit and trafficking.
Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan and other states in the region, together with the
UN, should step up their efforts to fight this menace.
Pakistan has launched a massive operation to eliminate terrorism.
Complementary counter-terrorism measures on the Afghan side of the border
are essential to achieve optimal results.
Mr. President,
This past summer, the people of Gaza were subjected to mass atrocities
by Israel. We condemned the indiscriminate killings of civilians – which
amounted to genocide. From this platform, I once again convey Pakistan’s
condolences and sympathies to the people of Palestine over their continuing
plight.
We welcome the ceasefire between Gaza and Israel. But next steps must
also be taken. The blockade of Gaza must be lifted, Palestinian prisoners freed
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and illegal settlements halted. The United Nations should facilitate a just and
lasting solution of the Palestinian issue, based on the relevant UN resolutions.
We call on all parties in Syria to renounce military and militant means
and hold dialogue to restore peace and stability in their historic land.
The emergence of new militant entities in the Middle East once again
illustrate that terrorism is a global threat. This primitive force in Iraq and Syria
is an aberration, which has no sanction of any religion. It must be countered
with unified and resolute will.
Mr. President,
We condemn terrorism in all its forms and manifestations. We are
fighting terrorism planted on Pakistan’s soil. Our valiant soldiers are laying
down their lives to take out terrorists and tear down their evil networks. The
entire nation is behind them.
In the past thirteen years, as a frontline state, we have given enormous
sacrifices in blood and resources. Tens of thousands of civilians have been
killed and injured. Our economy too has lost hundreds of billions of dollars in
direct costs and denied investment opportunities.
Yet, in this fight, each time a soldier falls, another takes his place
proudly. It is the resolve of our nation to fight this scourge to the finish.
At the same time, we have made a plan of action for the relief and
rehabilitation of nearly one million internally dislocated persons. This includes
a strategy to prevent return and resurgence of militancy and creation of a safe
environment for the local population.
Mr. President,
It is important to counter the narrative of extremists. Inter-racial
tensions and defamation of religions provide fertile ground for conflict.
Constructive and serious dialogue among religions is essential to promote
understanding, tolerance and harmony. We remain committedto the UN-led
efforts to support these objectives.
Mr. President,
Pakistan’s strong commitment to peacekeeping is rooted in our foreign
policy and in our belief that every nation should contribute to the maintenance
of international peace and security. Inspired by this ideal, Pakistan has
maintained high levels of participation in the UN peacekeeping, becoming the
largest troop contributing country. We are contributing more than 1,100
troops to the Central African Republic, despite the dire situation there.
Mr. President,
As a responsible nuclear weapon state, we will continue to support the
objectives of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation; and pursue a policy
of nuclear restraint and credible minimum deterrence.
Pakistan is not participating in any arms race in the region. Yet we
cannot be oblivious to the emerging security scenarios and buildup of
armaments. We too, have the obligation to maintain a robust and reliable
deterrence.
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I would reiterate the need for an inter-linked mechanism for pursuing
nuclear restraint, conventional equilibrium and conflict resolution. To promote
stability, we are prepared to explore new Confidence Building Measures.
Mr. President,
Pakistan has maintained the highest standards of nuclear safety and
security. At the last Summit at The Hague that I attended, Pakistan’s recent
nuclear measures, especially the establishment of a Centre of Excellence, were
appreciated.
Pakistan is a State with advanced nuclear technology, with an
experience of more than 40 years. We are a mainstream partner in the
international non-proliferation regime. Pakistan also has a stringent national
export control system that is fully harmonized with international export
control regimes. Though a non-member, we are abiding by their guidelines.
Pakistan ought to be a part of these export control regimes, especially
the Nuclear Suppliers Group. Pakistan also qualifies for full access to civil
nuclear technology, to overcome its energy shortages and spur economic
growth.
Mr. President,
The ongoing UN reform must be comprehensive. We support a reform
of the Security Council that would reflect the interests of all members’ states –
small, medium-sized and large – and not the ambitions of a few. There should
be no new permanent seats in the Council. This will be contrary to the
democratic character of this world body. We want the Council to become more
representative, equitable, accountable and transparent.
Mr. President,
We meet here today on the cusp of a new era for the international
community. Never before has the United Nations embraced such lofty goals to
banish poverty, stimulate development, protect environment and foster peace,
as it will during this session. The future of our planet hinges on our decisions.
Let us deliver them with full responsibility and wisdom. Pakistan will assist
this Assembly and the United Nations as a whole, to make this world a better
place for all mankind.
I thank you.
http://www.mofa.gov.pk/pr-details.php?prID=2258
September26,2014
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Document 2

TEXT OF PRESIDENT OBAMA’S 2014 ADDRESS TO THE UNITED NATIONS
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
September 24, 2014
New York City, NY
Mr. President, Mr. Secretary General, fellow delegates, ladies and
gentlemen: we come together at a crossroads between war and peace; between
disorder and integration; between fear and hope.
Around the globe, there are signposts of progress. The shadow of World
War that existed at the founding of this institution has been lifted; the prospect
of war between major powers reduced. The ranks of member states has more
than tripled, and more people live under governments they elected. Hundreds
of millions of human beings have been freed from the prison of poverty, with
the proportion of those living in extreme poverty cut in half. And the world
economy continues to strengthen after the worst financial crisis of our lives.
Today, whether you live in downtown New York or in my
grandmother’s village more than two hundred miles from Nairobi, you can hold
in your hand more information than the world’s greatest libraries. Together,
we have learned how to cure disease, and harness the power of the wind and
sun. The very existence of this institution is a unique achievement – the people
of the world committing to resolve their differences peacefully, and solve their
problems together. I often tell young people in the United States that this is the
best time in human history to be born, for you are more likely than ever before
to be literate, to be healthy, and to be free to pursue your dreams.
And yet there is a pervasive unease in our world – a sense that the very
forces that have brought us together have created new dangers, and made it
difficult for any single nation to insulate itself from global forces. As we gather
here, an outbreak of Ebola overwhelms public health systems in West Africa,
and threatens to move rapidly across borders. Russian aggression in Europe
recalls the days when large nations trampled small ones in pursuit of territorial
ambition. The brutality of terrorists in Syria and Iraq forces us to look into the
heart of darkness.
Each of these problems demands urgent attention. But they are also
symptoms of a broader problem – the failure of our international system to
keep pace with an interconnected world. We have not invested adequately in
the public health capacity of developing countries. Too often, we have failed to
enforce international norms when it’s inconvenient to do so. And we have not
confronted forcefully enough the intolerance, sectarianism, and hopelessness
that feeds violent extremism in too many parts of the globe.
Fellow delegates, we come together as United Nations with a choice to
make. We can renew the international system that has enabled so much
progress, or allow ourselves to be pulled back by an undertow of instability.
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We can reaffirm our collective responsibility to confront global problems, or be
swamped by more and more outbreaks of instability. For America, the choice is
clear. We choose hope over fear. We see the future not as something out of our
control, but as something we can shape for the better through concerted and
collective effort. We reject fatalism or cynicism when it comes to human affairs;
we choose to work for the world as it should be, as our children deserve it to
be.
There is much that must be done to meet the tests of this moment. But
today I’d like to focus on two defining questions at the root of many of our
challenges– whether the nations here today will be able to renew the purpose
of the UN’s founding; and whether we will come together to reject the cancer of
violent extremism.
First, all of us – big nations and small – must meet our responsibility to
observe and enforce international norms.
We are here because others realized that we gain more from
cooperation than conquest. One hundred years ago, a World War claimed the
lives of many millions, proving that with the terrible power of modern
weaponry, the cause of empire leads to the graveyard. It would take another
World War to roll back the forces of fascism and racial supremacy, and form
this United Nations to ensure that no nation can subjugate its neighbors and
claim their territory.
Russia’s actions in Ukraine challenge this post-war order. Here are the
facts. After the people of Ukraine mobilized popular protests and calls for
reform, their corrupt President fled. Against the will of the government in Kiev,
Crimea was annexed. Russia poured arms into Eastern Ukraine, fueling violent
separatists and a conflict that has killed thousands. When a civilian airliner was
shot down from areas that these proxies controlled, they refused to allow
access to the crash for days. When Ukraine started to reassert control over its
territory, Russia gave up the pretense of merely supporting the separatists, and
moved troops across the border.
This is a vision of the world in which might makes right – a world in
which one nation’s borders can be redrawn by another, and civilized people
are not allowed to recover the remains of their loved ones because of the truth
that might be revealed. America stands for something different. We believe that
right makes might – that bigger nations should not be able to bully smaller
ones; that people should be able to choose their own future.
These are simple truths, but they must be defended. America and our
allies will support the people of Ukraine as they develop their democracy and
economy. We will reinforce our NATO allies, and uphold our commitment to
collective defense. We will impose a cost on Russia for aggression, and counter
falsehoods with the truth. We call upon others to join us on the right side of
history – for while small gains can be won at the barrel of a gun, they will
ultimately be turned back if enough voices support the freedom of nations and
peoples to make their own decisions.
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Moreover, a different path is available – the path of diplomacy and
peace and the ideals this institution is designed to uphold. The recent cease-fire
agreement in Ukraine offers an opening to achieve that objective. If Russia
takes that path – a path that for stretches of the post-Cold War period resulted
in prosperity for the Russian people – then we will lift our sanctions and
welcome Russia’s role in addressing common challenges. That’s what the
United States and Russia have been able to do in past years – from reducing our
nuclear stockpiles to meet our obligations under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, to cooperating to remove and destroy Syria’s declared chemical
weapons. And that’s the kind of cooperation we are prepared to pursue again—
if Russia changes course.
This speaks to a central question of our global age: whether we will
solve our problems together, in a spirit of mutual interests and mutual respect,
or whether we descend into destructive rivalries of the past. When nations find
common ground, not simply based on power, but on principle, then we can
make enormous progress. And I stand before you today committed to investing
American strength in working with nations to address the problems we face in
the 21st century.
As we speak, America is deploying our doctors and scientists –
supported by our military – to help contain the outbreak of Ebola and pursue
new treatments. But we need a broader effort to stop a disease that could kill
hundreds of thousands, inflict horrific suffering, destabilize economies, and
move rapidly across borders. It’s easy to see this as a distant problem – until it
isn’t. That is why we will continue mobilizing other countries to join us in
making concrete commitments to fight this outbreak, and enhance global
health security for the long-term.
America is pursuing a diplomatic resolution to the Iranian nuclear
issue, as part of our commitment to stop the spread of nuclear weapons and
pursue the peace and security of a world without them. This can only happen if
Iran takes this historic opportunity. My message to Iran’s leaders and people is
simple: do not let this opportunity pass. We can reach a solution that meets
your energy needs while assuring the world that your program is peaceful.
America is and will continue to be a Pacific power, promoting peace,
stability, and the free flow of commerce among nations. But we will insist that
all nations abide by the rules of the road, and resolve their territorial disputes
peacefully, consistent with international law. That’s how the Asia-Pacific has
grown. And that’s the only way to protect this progress going forward.
America is committed to a development agenda that eradicates
extreme poverty by 2030. We will do our part – to help people feed
themselves; power their economies; and care for their sick. If the world acts
together, we can make sure that all of our children can enjoy lives of
opportunity and dignity
America is pursuing ambitious reductions in our carbon emissions, and
we have increased our investments in clean energy. We will do our part, and
help developing nations to do theirs. But we can only succeed in combating
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climate change if we are joined in this effort by every major power. That’s how
we can protect this planet for our children and grandchildren.
On issue after issue, we cannot rely on a rule-book written for a
different century. If we lift our eyes beyond our borders – if we think globally
and act cooperatively – we can shape the course of this century as our
predecessors shaped the post-World War II age. But as we look to the future,
one issue risks a cycle of conflict that could derail such progress: and that is the
cancer of violent extremism that has ravaged so many parts of the Muslim
world.
Of course, terrorism is not new. Speaking before this Assembly,
President Kennedy put it well: “Terror is not a new weapon,” he said.
“Throughout history it has been used by those who could not prevail, either by
persuasion or example.” In the 20th century, terror was used by all manner of
groups who failed to come to power through public support. But in this
century, we have faced a more lethal and ideological brand of terrorists who
have perverted one of the world’s great religions. With access to technology
that allows small groups to do great harm, they have embraced a nightmarish
vision that would divide the world into adherents and infidels – killing as many
innocent civilians as possible; and employing the most brutal methods to
intimidate people within their communities.
I have made it clear that America will not base our entire foreign policy
on reacting to terrorism. Rather, we have waged a focused campaign against al
Qaeda and its associated forces – taking out their leaders, and denying them
the safe-havens they rely upon. At the same time, we have reaffirmed that the
United States is not and never will be at war with Islam. Islam teaches peace.
Muslims the world over aspire to live with dignity and a sense of justice. And
when it comes to America and Islam, there is no us and them – there is only us,
because millions of Muslim Americans are part of the fabric of our country.
So we reject any suggestion of a clash of civilizations. Belief in
permanent religious war is the misguided refuge of extremists who cannot
build or create anything, and therefore peddle only fanaticism and hate. And it
is no exaggeration to say that humanity’s future depends on us uniting against
those who would divide us along fault lines of tribe or sect; race or religion.
This is not simply a matter of words. Collectively, we must take
concrete steps to address the danger posed by religiously motivated fanatics,
and the trends that fuel their recruitment. Moreover, this campaign against
extremism goes beyond a narrow security challenge. For while we have
methodically degraded core al Qaeda and supported a transition to a sovereign
Afghan government, extremist ideology has shifted to other places –
particularly in the Middle East and North Africa, where a quarter of young
people have no job; food and water could grow scarce; corruption is rampant;
and sectarian conflicts have become increasingly hard to contain.
As an international community, we must meet this challenge with a
focus on four areas. First, the terrorist group known as ISIL must be degraded,
and ultimately destroyed.
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This group has terrorized all who they come across in Iraq and Syria.
Mothers, sisters and daughters have been subjected to rape as a weapon of
war. Innocent children have been gunned down. Bodies have been dumped in
mass graves. Religious minorities have been starved to death. In the most
horrific crimes imaginable, innocent human beings have been beheaded, with
videos of the atrocity distributed to shock the conscience of the world.
No God condones this terror. No grievance justifies these actions. There
can be no reasoning – no negotiation – with this brand of evil. The only
language understood by killers like this is the language of force. So the United
States of America will work with a broad coalition to dismantle this network of
death.
In this effort, we do not act alone. Nor do we intend to send U.S. troops
to occupy foreign lands. Instead, we will support Iraqis and Syrians fighting to
reclaim their communities. We will use our military might in a campaign of air
strikes to roll back ISIL. We will train and equip forces fighting against these
terrorists on the ground. We will work to cut off their financing, and to stop the
flow of fighters into and out of the region. Already, over 40 nations have
offered to join this coalition. Today, I ask the world to join in this effort. Those
who have joined ISIL should leave the battlefield while they can. Those who
continue to fight for a hateful cause will find they are increasingly alone. For we
will not succumb to threats; and we will demonstrate that the future belongs to
those who build – not those who destroy.
Second, it is time for the world – especially Muslim communities – to
explicitly, forcefully, and consistently reject the ideology of al Qaeda and ISIL.
It is the task of all great religions to accommodate devout faith with a
modern, multicultural world. No children – anywhere – should be educated to
hate other people. There should be no more tolerance of so-called clerics who
call upon people to harm innocents because they are Jewish, Christian or
Muslim. It is time for a new compact among the civilized peoples of this world
to eradicate war at its most fundamental source: the corruption of young minds
by violent ideology.
That means cutting off the funding that fuels this hate. It’s time to end
the hypocrisy of those who accumulate wealth through the global economy,
and then siphon funds to those who teach children to tear it down.
That means contesting the space that terrorists occupy – including the
Internet and social media. Their propaganda has coerced young people to
travel abroad to fight their wars, and turned students into suicide bombers. We
must offer an alternative vision.
That means bringing people of different faiths together. All religions
have been attacked by extremists from within at some point, and all people of
faith have a responsibility to lift up the value at the heart of all religion: do unto
thy neighbor as you would have done unto you.
The ideology of ISIL or al Qaeda or Boko Haram will wilt and die if it is
consistently exposed, confronted, and refuted in the light of day. Look at the
new Forum for Promoting Peace in Muslim Societies – Sheikh binBayyah
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described its purpose: “We must declare war on war, so the outcome will be
peace upon peace.” Look at the young British Muslims, who responded to
terrorist propaganda by starting the “not in my name” campaign, declaring –
“ISIS is hiding behind a false Islam.” Look at the Christian and Muslim leaders
who came together in the Central African Republic to reject violence – listen to
the Imam who said, “Politics try to divide the religious in our country, but
religion shouldn’t be a cause of hate, war, or strife.”
Later today, the Security Council will adopt a resolution that
underscores the responsibility of states to counter violent extremism. But
resolutions must be followed by tangible commitments, so we’re accountable
when we fall short. Next year, we should all be prepared to announce the
concrete steps that we have taken to counter extremist ideologies – by getting
intolerance out of schools, stopping radicalization before it spreads, and
promoting institutions and programs that build new bridges of understanding.
Third, we must address the cycle of conflict – especially sectarian
conflict – that creates the conditions that terrorists prey upon.
There is nothing new about wars within religions. Christianity endured
centuries of vicious sectarian conflict. Today, it is violence within Muslim
communities that has become the source of so much human misery. It is time
to acknowledge the destruction wrought by proxy wars and terror campaigns
between Sunni and Shia across the Middle East. And it is time that political,
civic and religious leaders reject sectarian strife. Let’s be clear: this is a fight
that no one is winning. A brutal civil war in Syria has already killed nearly
200,000 people and displaced millions. Iraq has come perilously close to
plunging back into the abyss. The conflict has created a fertile recruiting
ground for terrorists who inevitably export this violence.
Yet, we also see signs that this tide could be reversed – a new, inclusive
government in Baghdad; a new Iraqi Prime Minister welcomed by his
neighbors; Lebanese factions rejecting those who try to provoke war. These
steps must be followed by a broader truce. Nowhere is this more necessary
than Syria. Together with our partners, America is training and equipping the
Syrian opposition to be a counterweight to the terrorists of ISIL and the
brutality of the Assad regime. But the only lasting solution to Syria’s civil war is
political – an inclusive political transition that responds to the legitimate
aspirations of all Syrian citizens, regardless of ethnicity or creed.
Cynics may argue that such an outcome can never come to pass. But
there is no other way for this madness to end – whether one year from now or
ten. Indeed, it’s time for a broader negotiation in which major powers address
their differences directly, honestly, and peacefully across the table from one
another, rather than through gun-wielding proxies. I can promise you America
will remain engaged in the region, and we are prepared to engage in that effort.
My fourth and final point is a simple one: the countries of the Arab and
Muslim world must focus on the extraordinary potential of their people –
especially the youth.
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Here I’d like to speak directly to young people across the Muslim world.
You come from a great tradition that stands for education, not ignorance;
innovation, not destruction; the dignity of life, not murder. Those who call you
away from this path are betraying this tradition, not defending it.
You have demonstrated that when young people have the tools to
succeed –good schools; education in math and science; an economy that
nurtures creativity and entrepreneurship – then societies will flourish. So
America will partner with those who promote that vision.
Where women are full participants in a country’s politics or economy,
societies are more likely to succeed. That’s why we support the participation of
women in parliaments and in peace processes; in schools and the economy.
If young people live in places where the only option is between the
dictates of a state, or the lure of an extremist underground – no counterterrorism strategy can succeed. But where a genuine civil society is allowed to
flourish – where people can express their views, and organize peacefully for a
better life – then you dramatically expand the alternatives to terror.
Such positive change need not come at the expense of tradition and
faith. We see this in Iraq, where a young man started a library for his peers.
“We link Iraq’s heritage to their hearts,” he said, and “give them a reason to
stay.” We see it in Tunisia, where secular and Islamist parties worked together
through a political process to produce a new constitution. We see it in Senegal,
where civil society thrives alongside a strong, democratic government. We see
it in Malaysia, where vibrant entrepreneurship is propelling a former colony
into the ranks of advanced economies. And we see it in Indonesia, where what
began as a violent transition has evolved into a genuine democracy.
Ultimately, the task of rejecting sectarianism and extremism is a
generational task – a task for the people of the Middle East themselves. No
external power can bring about a transformation of hearts and minds. But
America will be a respectful and constructive partner. We will neither tolerate
terrorist safe-havens, nor act as an occupying power. Instead, we will take
action against threats to our security – and our allies – while building an
architecture of counter-terrorism cooperation. We will increase efforts to lift
up those who counter extremist ideology, and seek to resolve sectarian conflict.
And we will expand our programs to support entrepreneurship, civil society,
education and youth – because, ultimately, these investments are the best
antidote to violence.
Leadership will also be necessary to address the conflict between
Palestinians and Israelis. As bleak as the landscape appears, America will never
give up the pursuit of peace. The situation in Iraq, Syria and Libya should cure
anyone of the illusion that this conflict is the main source of problems in the
region; for far too long, it has been used in part as a way to distract people from
problems at home. And the violence engulfing the region today has made too
many Israelis ready to abandon the hard work of peace. But let’s be clear: the
status quo in the West Bank and Gaza is not sustainable. We cannot afford to
turn away from this effort – not when rockets are fired at innocent Israelis, or
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the lives of so many Palestinian children are taken from us in Gaza. So long as I
am President, we will stand up for the principle that Israelis, Palestinians, the
region, and the world will be more just with two states living side by side, in
peace and security.
This is what America is prepared to do – taking action against
immediate threats, while pursuing a world in which the need for such action is
diminished. The United States will never shy away from defending our
interests, but nor will we shrink from the promise of this institution and its
Universal Declaration of Human Rights – the notion that peace is not merely
the absence of war, but the presence of a better life.
I realize that America’s critics will be quick to point out that at times we
too have failed to live up to our ideals; that America has plenty of problems
within our own borders. This is true. In a summer marked by instability in the
Middle East and Eastern Europe, I know the world also took notice of the small
American city of Ferguson, Missouri – where a young man was killed, and a
community was divided. So yes, we have our own racial and ethnic tensions.
And like every country, we continually wrestle with how to reconcile the vast
changes wrought by globalization and greater diversity with the traditions that
we hold dear.
But we welcome the scrutiny of the world – because what you see in
America is a country that has steadily worked to address our problems and
make our union more perfect. America is not the same as it was 100 years ago,
50 years ago, or even a decade ago. Because, we fight for our ideals, and are
willing to criticize ourselves when we fall short.Because we hold our leaders
accountable, and insist on a free press and independent judiciary. Because we
address our differences in the open space of democracy – with respect for the
rule of law; with a place for people of every race and religion; and with an
unyielding belief in the ability of individual men and women to change their
communities and countries for the better.
After nearly six years as President, I believe that this promise can help
light the world. Because I’ve seen a longing for positive change – for peace and
freedom and opportunity – in the eyes of young people I’ve met around the
globe. They remind me that no matter who you are, or where you come from,
or what you look like, or what God you pray to, or who you love, there is
something fundamental that we all share. Eleanor Roosevelt, a champion of the
UN and America’s role in it, once asked, “Where, after all, do universal human
rights begin? In small places,” she said, “close to home – so close and so small
that they cannot be seen on any maps of the world. Yet they are the world of
the individual person; the neighborhood he lives in; the school or college he
attends; the factory, farm or office where he works.”
The people of the world look to us, here, to be as decent, as dignified,
and as courageous as they are in their daily lives. And at this crossroads, I can
promise you that the United States of America will not be distracted or
deterred from what must be done. We are heirs to a proud legacy of freedom,
and we are prepared to do what is necessary to secure that legacy for
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generations to come. Join us in this common mission, for today’s children and
tomorrow’s.
Washington Post (Washington) September 25, 2014
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/full-text-of-presidentobamas-2014-address-to-the-united-nations-generalassembly/2014/09/24/88889e46-43f4-11e4-b437-1a7368204804_story.html
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Document 3
STATEMENT H.E. NARENDRA MODI, PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA, GENERAL
DEBATE OF THE 69TH SESSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
September 27, 2014
New York
Mr. President and distinguished delegates,
Let me first congratulate you on your election as the President of the
69th session of United Nations General Assembly.
It is a truly a great honour to address you for the first time as the Prime
Minister of India. I stand here conscious of the hopes and expectations of the
people of India. I am also mindful of the expectations of the world from 1.25
billion people. India is a country that constitutes one-sixth of humanity; a
nation experiencing economic and social transformation on a scale rarely seen
in history.
Every nation’s world view is shaped by its civilization and
philosophical tradition. India's ancient wisdom sees the world as one family. It
is this timeless current of thought that gives India an unwavering belief in
multilateralism. Today, as I stand here, I am equally aware of the hopes that are
pinned on this great assembly. I am struck by the sacred belief that brought us
together.
An extraordinary vision and a clear recognition of our shared destiny
brought us together to build this institution for advancing peace and security,
the rights of every human being and economic development for all. From 51
nations then, today 193 sovereign flaÿsflv at thiÿhope.
We have achieved much in the past six decades in our mission in
ending wars, preventing conflict, maintaining peace, feeding the hungry,
striving to save our planet and creating opportunities for children. The 69th UN
peacekeeping missions since 1948 have made the blue helmet the colour of
peace.
Today, there is a surge of democracy across the world; including in
South Asia; in Afghanistan, we are at a historic moment of democratic
transition and affirmation of unity. Afghans are showing that their desire for a
peaceful and democratic future will prevail over violence. Nepal has moved
from violence to peace and democracy; Bhutan's young democracy is
flourishing. Democracy is trying to find a voice in West Asia and North Africa;
Tunisia's success makes us believe that it is possible.
There is a new stirring for stability, progress and progress in Africa.
There is unprecedented spread of prosperity in Asia and beyond, rising on the
strength of peace and stability. Latin America, a continent of enormous
potential, is coming together in shared pursuit of stability and prosperity,
which could make it an important anchor of the world. India desires a peaceful
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and stable environment for its development. A nation's destiny islinked to its
neighbourhood. That is why my Government has placed the highest priority on
advancing friendship and cooperation with her neighbours.
This includes Pakistan. I am prepared to engage in a serious bilateral
dialogue with Pakistan in a peaceful atmosphere, without the shadow of
terrorism, to promote our friendship and cooperation. However, Pakistan must
also take its responsibility seriously to create an appropriate environment.
Raising issues in this forum is not the way to make progress towards resolving
issues between our two countries. Instead, today, we should be thinking about
the victims of floods in Jammu and Kashmir. In India, we have organized
massive flood relief operations and have also offered assistance for Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir.
India is part of the developing world, but we are prepared to share our
modest resources with those countries that need this assistance as much as we
do. This is a time of great flux and change. The world is witnessing tensions and
turmoil on a scale rarely seen in recent history. There are no major wars, but
tensions and conflicts a bound; and, there is absence of real peace and
uncertainty about the future. An integrating Asia Pacific region is still
concerned about maritime security that is fundamental to its future. Europe
faces risk of new division. In West Asia, extremism and fault lines are growing.
Our own region continues to face the destabilizing threat of terrorism. Africa
faces the twin threat of rising terrorism and a health crisis.
Terrorism is taking new shape and new name. No country, big or small,
in the north or the south, east or west, is free from its threat. Are we really
making concerted international efforts to fight these forces, or are we still
hobbled by our politics, our division our discrimination between sanctuaries
on their territory or use terrorism as instruments of their policy.
We welcome efforts to combat terrorism's resurgence in West Asia,
which is affecting countries near and far. The effort should involve the support
of all countries in the region.
Today, even as seas, space and cyber space have become new
instruments of prosperity, they could also become a new theatre of conflicts.
Today, more than ever, the need for an international compact, which is the
foundation of the United Nations, is stronger than before.
While we speak of an interdependent world, have we become more
united as nations?
Today, we still operate in various Gs with different numbers. India, too,
is involved in several. But, how much are we able to work together as G1 or GAll? On the one side, we say that our destinies are inter-linked, on the other
hand we still think in terms of zero sum game. If the other benefits, I stand to
lose.
It is easy to be cynical and say nothing will change; but if we do that, we
run the risk of shirking our responsibilities and we put our collective future in
danger.
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Let us bring ourselves in tune with the call of our times. First, let us
work for genuine peace, No one country or group of countries can determine
the course of this world. There has tobe a genuine international partnership.
This is not just a moral position, but a practical reality.
We need a genuine dialogue and engagement between countries. I say
this from the conviction of the philosophical tradition that I come from.
Our efforts must begin here - in the United Nations. We must reform
the United Nations, including the Security Council, and make it more
democratic and participative. Institutions that reflect the imperatives of 20th
century won'tbe effective in the 21st. It would face the risk of irrelevance; and
we will face the risk of continuing turbulence with no one capable of
addressing it.
We should put aside our differences and mount a concerted
international effort to combat terrorism and extremism. As a symbol of this
effort, I urge you to adopt the Comprehensive Convention on International
Terrorism. We should ensure that there will be peace, stability and order in the
outer space and cyberspace
We should work together to ensure that all countries observe
international rules and norms.
We should energize the noble task of UN Peace Keeping; we should
involve troop contributing countries in the process of decision making Let us
continue redouble our efforts to pursue universal global disarmament and nonproliferation.
Second, we must pursue a more stable and inclusive global
development Globalisation has created new poles of growth; new industries;
and new source of employment.
At the same time, billions live on the edge of poverty and want;
countries that are barely able to survive a global economic storm.
There has never been a time when it has seemed more possible than
now to change this.
Technology has made things possible; the cost of providing it has
reduced. We no longer aretotally dependent on bricks and mortars. If you think
of the speed with which Facebook or Twitter has spread around the world, if
you think of the speed with which cell phones have spread, then you must also
believe that development and empowerment can spread with the same speed.
Each country must of course take its own national measures; each
government must fulfil its responsibility to support growth and development.
At the same time, we also require a genuine international partnership. At one
level, it means a better coordination of policy so that our efforts becomes
mutually supportive, not mutually damaging. It also means that when we craft
agreements on international trade, we accommodate each other's concerns and
interests.
When we think of the scale of want in the world - 2.5 billion people
without access to basic sanitation; 1.3 billion people without access to
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electricity; or 1.1 billion people without access to drinking water, we need a
more comprehensive and concerted direct international action.
In India, the most important aspects of my development agenda are
precisely to focus on these issues. The eradication of poverty must remain at
the core of the Post-2015 Development Agenda and command our fullest
attention.
Third, we must seek a more habitable and sustainable world. There are
debates and documents on these issues but we no longer see – forests, birds,
and animals, clean rivers and lakes and blue skies.
I want to say three things. One, we should be honest in shouldering our
responsibilities in meeting the challenges. The world had agreed on a beautiful
balance of collective action - common but differentiated responsibilities. That
should form the basis of continued action. This also means that the developed
countries must fulfill their commitments for funding and technology transfer.
Second, national action is imperative. Technology has made many things
possible. We need imagination and commitment.
India is prepared to share its technology and capabilities, just as we
have announced a free satellite for the SAARC countries. Third, we need to
change our life styles. Energy not consumed is the cleanest energy.
We can achieve the same level of development, prosperity and
wellbeing without necessarily going down the path of reckless consumption. It
doesn't mean that economies will suffer; it will mean that our economies will
take on a different character.
For us in India, respect for nature is an integral part of spiritualism. We
treat nature's bounties as sacred.
Yoga is an invaluable gift of our ancient tradition.
Yoga embodies unity of mind and body; thought and action; restraint
and fulfillment; harmony between man and nature; a holistic approach to
health and well being. It is not about exercise but to discover the sense of
oneness with yourself, the world and the nature.
By changing our lifestyle and creating consciousness, it can help us deal
with climate change.
Let us work towards adopting an International Yoga Day.
Finally, we are at a historic moment.
Every age is defined by its character; and, each generation is
remembered for how it rose together to meet its challenges.
We have that responsibility to rise to our challenges now. Nowhere is
this more pronounced than in this great assembly.
l, next year we will De seventy, we should ask ourselves whether we
should wait until we are80 or 100.
Let us fulfill our promise to reform the United Nations Security Council
by 2015. Let us fulfill our pledge on a Post-2015 Development Agenda so that
there is new hope and belief in us around the world. Let us make 2015 also a
new watershed for a sustainable world. Let it be the beginning of a new
journey together.
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Thank you.
September 27, 2014
Permanent Mission of India to the United Nations
235 East 43rd Street, New York, NY 10017
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Document 4

SECURITY AND DEFENSE COOPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF
AFGHANISTAN
September 30, 2014
Preamble
The United States of America (hereinafter, “the United States”) and the
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (hereinafter, “Afghanistan”), hereinafter
referred to collectively as “the Parties” and singularly as a “Party;”
Recognizing the Enduring Strategic Partnership Agreement between
the United States of America and the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, signed
May 2, 2012, (the "Strategic Partnership Agreement") and reaffirming that, as
recognized in that Agreement, the Parties are committed to strengthen longterm strategic cooperation in areas of mutual interest, including: advancing
peace, security, and stability; strengthening state institutions; supporting
Afghanistan’s long-term economic and social development; and encouraging
regional cooperation;
Confirming the recognition in the Strategic Partnership Agreement that
cooperation between the Parties is based on mutual respect and shared
interests;
Emphasizing also the Strategic Partnership Agreement’s recognition
that the Parties will go forward in partnership with confidence because they
are committed to seeking a future of justice, peace, security, and opportunity
for the Afghan people, as well as the reaffirmation of the Parties’ strong
commitment to the sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity, and
national unity of Afghanistan;
Recognizing the enduring partnership between the United States and
Afghanistan, and affirming the mutual intent of the Parties to expand, mature,
promote and further elevate their security and defense cooperation based on
this Agreement;
Desiring to continue to foster close cooperation concerning defense and
security arrangements in order to strengthen security and stability in
Afghanistan, contribute to regional and international peace and stability,
combat terrorism, achieve a region which is no longer a safe haven for al-Qaida
and its affiliates, and enhance the ability of Afghanistan to deter threats against
its sovereignty, security, and territorial integrity; and noting that the United
States does not seek permanent military facilities in Afghanistan, or a presence
that is a threat to Afghanistan’s neighbors, and has pledged not to use Afghan
territory or facilities as a launching point for attacks against other countries;
Recalling the Chicago Summit Declaration on Afghanistan, issued on
May 21, 2012, by the Heads of State and Government of Afghanistan and
Nations Contributing to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)-led
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International Security Assistance Force (ISAF), and specifically, the
participants’ renewed firm commitment to a sovereign, secure, and democratic
Afghanistan and acknowledgment that ISAF’s mission will be concluded by the
end of 2014 and that their close partnership will continue beyond the end of
the transition period including through NATO and Afghanistan’s mutual
commitment to work to establish a new NATO-led Mission to train, advise, and
assist the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF), and noting
here that such a mission will also need to be provided with the necessary
authorities, status arrangements, and legal basis;
Reaffirming the continued support of the Parties for regional
cooperation and coordination mechanisms, with a goal of increasing security
and stability by reducing tensions, uncertainty, and misunderstanding;
Recalling the 2013 Loya Jirga’s recognition that this Security and
Defense Cooperation Agreement between the United States and Afghanistan is
important for the security of Afghanistan;
Desiring to develop further the means of defense and security
cooperation between the Parties, based on the principles of full respect for the
independence, sovereignty, and integrity of their territories, and noninterference in the domestic affairs of each other, in order to promote security
and stability in the region, and to combat terrorism;
Agreeing on the importance of cooperative relationships between
Afghanistan and its neighbors conducted on the basis of mutual respect, noninterference, and equality and calling on all nations to respect Afghanistan’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity, and to refrain from interfering in
Afghanistan’s internal affairs and democratic processes; and
Affirming also that the Parties’ cooperation is based on full respect for
the sovereignty of each Party, the purposes of the United Nations Charter, and
a shared desire to provide a framework for defense and security cooperation
between the Parties; and reaffirming their strong commitment to the
sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity, and national unity of
Afghanistan, as well as respect for Afghan laws, customs and traditions;
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1
Definitions
1.
“United States forces” means the entity comprising the members of the
force and of the civilian component, and all property, equipment, and
materiel of the United States Armed Forces present in the territory of
Afghanistan.
2.
“Member of the force” means any person belonging to the land, sea, or
air services of the United States Armed Forces.
3.
“Member of the civilian component” means any person employed by
the United States Department of Defense (DoD) who is not a member of
the force. However, “member of the civilian component” does not mean
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persons who are permanently resident in Afghanistan or Afghan
nationals who normally reside in Afghanistan.
“Executive Agent” means DoD for the United States and the Ministry of
Defense (MOD) for Afghanistan. The Executive Agent serves as the
principal contact for its respective Party for the implementation of this
Agreement.
“United States contractors” means persons and legal entities who are
supplying goods and services in Afghanistan to or on behalf of United
States forces under a contract or subcontract with or in support of
United States forces.
“United States contractor employees” means the employees of United
States contractors.
“Agreed facilities and areas” means the facilities and areas in the
territory of Afghanistan provided by Afghanistan at the locations listed
in Annex A, and such other facilities and areas in the territory of
Afghanistan as may be provided by Afghanistan in the future, to which
United States forces, United States contractors, United States contractor
employees, and others as mutually agreed, shall have the right to access
and use pursuant to this Agreement.
“Afghan National Defense and Security Forces” or “ANDSF” means the
entity comprising the members of the security forces under the
Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Defense of Afghanistan and, as
appropriate, the National Directorate of Security, and other entities as
mutually agreed.
“Taxes” means all taxes, duties (including customs duties), fees, and
similar or related charges of whatever kind, imposed by the
Government of Afghanistan which, for the purposes of this Agreement,
means by governmental authorities of Afghanistan at any level,
including provincial and district levels, and by the agencies of such
governmental authorities.

Article 2
Purpose and Scope
1.
The Parties shall continue to foster close cooperation to strengthen
security and stability in Afghanistan, counter-terrorism, contribute to
regional and international peace and stability, and enhance the ability
of Afghanistan to deter internal and external threats against its
sovereignty, security, territorial integrity, national unity, and its
constitutional order. Unless otherwise mutually agreed, United States
forces shall not conduct combat operations in Afghanistan.
2.
To that end, the United States shall undertake supporting activities, as
may be agreed, in close cooperation and coordination with Afghanistan,
to assist ANDSF in developing capabilities required to provide security
for all Afghans including as may be mutually agreed: advising, training,
equipping, supporting, and sustaining ANDSF, including in field
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engineering, countering improvised explosive devices and explosive
ordinance disposal; establishing and upgrading ANDSF transportation
and logistics systems; developing intelligence sharing capabilities;
strengthening Afghanistan’s Air Force capabilities; conducting
combined military exercises; and other activities as may be agreed. The
Parties will continue to work on the details of ANDSF development as
set forth in the Afghan Program of Record, at the Chicago Summit in
2012, and in the context of the Security Consultative Forum.
The Parties recognize that ANDSF are responsible for securing the
people and territory of Afghanistan. The Parties shall work to enhance
ANDSF’s ability to deter and respond to internal and external threats.
Upon request, the United States shall urgently determine support it is
prepared to provide ANDSF in order to respond to threats to
Afghanistan’s security.
The Parties acknowledge that U.S. military operations to defeat alQaida and its affiliates may be appropriate in the common fight against
terrorism. The Parties agree to continue their close cooperation and
coordination toward those ends, with the intention of protecting U.S.
and Afghan national interests without unilateral U.S. military counterterrorism operations. U.S. military counter-terrorism operations are
intended to complement and support ANDSF’s counter-terrorism
operations, with the goal of maintaining ANDSF lead, and with full
respect for Afghan sovereignty and full regard for the safety and
security of the Afghan people, including in their homes.
In furtherance of the activities and operations referred to in this Article,
and for other purposes and missions as may be mutually agreed, and
consistent with the authorizations as detailed in this Agreement, United
States forces may undertake transit, support, and related activities,
including as may be necessary to support themselves while they are
present in Afghanistan under the terms of this Agreement, and such
other activities as detailed in this Agreement, or as may be mutually
agreed.
This Agreement, including any Annexes and any Implementing
Agreements or Arrangements, provides the necessary authorizations
for the presence and activities of United States forces in Afghanistan
and defines the terms and conditions that describe that presence, and
in the specific situations indicated herein, the presence and activities of
United States contractors and United States contractor employees in
Afghanistan.

Article 3
Laws
1.
It is the duty of members of the force and of the civilian component to
respect the Constitution and laws of Afghanistan and to abstain from
any activity inconsistent with the spirit of this Agreement and, in
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particular, from any political activity in the territory of Afghanistan. It
is the duty of United States forces authorities to take necessary
measures to that end.
The Parties’ respective obligations under this Agreement, and any
subsequent arrangements, are without prejudice to Afghan sovereignty
over its territory, and each Party’s right of self-defense, consistent with
international law. Cooperation and activities relating to
implementation of this Agreement shall be consistent with the Parties’
respective commitments and obligations under international law.
United States forces shall not enter Afghan homes for the purpose of
military operations and searches except under extraordinary
circumstances involving the urgent risk to life and limb of U.S.
nationals, United States forces shall not arrest or imprison Afghan
nationals, nor maintain or operate detention facilities in Afghanistan.

Article 4
Developing and Sustaining Afghanistan’s Defense and Security Capabilities
1.
With full respect for Afghanistan’s sovereignty, the Parties recognize
Afghanistan’s current requirement for continued international security
assistance, and share the goal of Afghanistan taking increasing and,
ultimately full, responsibility for funding its defense and security needs
and sustaining ANDSF.
2.
Afghanistan shall make, consistent with its political and economic
stability and its general economic condition, the full contribution
permitted by its manpower, resources, and facilities to the
development and sustainment of its own defense and security forces.
Afghanistan shall take all necessary measures to develop and sustain its
defense and security capacities.
3.
So long as the Strategic Partnership Agreement so provides, and guided
by the pledges set forth at the Chicago Summit in 2012, the United
States shall have an obligation to seek funds on a yearly basis to
support the training, equipping, advising and sustaining of ANDSF, so
that Afghanistan can independently secure and defend itself against
internal and external threats, and help ensure that terrorists never
again encroach on Afghan soil and threaten Afghanistan, the region, and
the world. The United States shall consult with Afghanistan regarding
the amount of funding needed to accomplish the purposes of this
Agreement, keeping in mind pledges made in Chicago, and shall take
the results of those consultations into consideration in executing this
obligation. Taking into account Afghanistan’s annual priorities, the
United States shall direct appropriate funds through Afghan
Government budgetary mechanisms, to be managed by relevant Afghan
institutions implementing financial management standards of
transparency and accountability, and procurement, audit, and
regulatory oversight in accordance with international best practices.
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The Parties recognize the importance of ANDSF having the necessary
equipment and materiel to secure Afghanistan. To that end, the United
States shall continue to cooperate with Afghanistan on providing
equipment and materiel for ANDSF.
Afghanistan and the United States may cooperate and coordinate with
other countries to strengthen ANDSF, as may be mutually agreed,
including on equipping ANDSF.
In order to contribute effectively to the security of Afghanistan and the
region, the United States agrees to cooperate with Afghanistan to
continue the development of ANDSF capabilities consistent with
Afghanistan’s status as a Major Non-NATO Ally.
The Parties recognize the benefits for Afghanistan’s defense and
security to be derived from developing defense capabilities and
systems that are consistent with NATO standards and that promote
interoperability with NATO. The Parties shall coordinate in the
development of Afghanistan’s defense and security forces, equipment,
materiel, facilities, operational doctrine, and institutions to achieve
standardization and interoperability with NATO, in order to promote
further the effective utilization and maintenance of defense and
security assistance provided to Afghanistan, and to maximize the
benefits of cooperation between ANDSF and United States forces. This
coordination shall not preclude Afghanistan from procuring
independently equipment and material for ANDSF from non-NATO
countries with its own resources.

Article 5
Defense and Security Cooperation Mechanisms
1.
The Parties agree to direct the United States - Afghanistan Working
Group on Defense and Security Cooperation, established under the
Strategic Partnership Agreement, to:
a.
Develop appropriate measures of effectiveness for the analysis
and strengthening of Afghanistan’s use of available defense and
security resources, consistent with the purpose and scope of
this Agreement;
b.
Complete semi-annual assessments of actual performance
against these measures to inform the Parties’ respective
resource allocation decisions and their cooperation in
developing and sustaining Afghanistan’s defense capabilities;
c.
Develop a process consistent with the purpose and scope of this
Agreement, for making timely, accurate, and effective
cooperative assessments of internal and external threats to
Afghanistan; and
d.
Make specific recommendations on enhancing information and
intelligence sharing and evaluation.
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The Parties share the objective of continuing to improve their ability to
consult on such threats, including considering how to establish secure
or dedicated channels of communication.

Article 6
External Aggression
1.
Afghanistan has been subject to aggression and other uses of force
inconsistent with the United Nations Charter by foreign states and
externally based or supported armed groups. In the context of this
Agreement, the Parties strongly oppose such uses of armed force or
threats thereof against the territorial integrity or political
independence of Afghanistan, including in this regard provision to
armed groups of support, such as sanctuary or arms, by any state or
other armed groups. The Parties agree to cooperate to strengthen
Afghanistan’s defenses against such threats to its territorial integrity,
sovereignty or political independence.
2.
The United States shall regard with grave concern any external
aggression or threat of external aggression against the sovereignty,
independence, and territorial integrity of Afghanistan, recognizing that
such aggression may threaten the Parties’ shared interests in
Afghanistan’s stability and regional and international peace and
stability.
3.
On a regular basis, the Parties shall consult on potential political,
diplomatic, military, and economic measures that could form part of an
appropriate response in the event of such external aggression or the
threat of external aggression against Afghanistan. Consultations shall
seek to develop a list of political, diplomatic, military, and economic
measures.
4.
In the event of external aggression or the threat of external aggression
against Afghanistan, the Parties shall hold consultations on an urgent
basis to develop and implement an appropriate response, including, as
may be mutually determined, consideration of available political,
diplomatic, military, and economic measures on the list developed
pursuant to paragraph 3, in accordance with their respective
constitutional procedures.
5.
The Parties shall develop comprehensive procedures to promote the
effective accomplishment of such regular and urgent consultations.
a.
Such comprehensive procedures shall recognize consultations
involving the participation of the United States Secretary of
State and Afghanistan Foreign Minister, the United States
Secretary of Defense and Afghanistan Defense Minister, and
respective Ambassadors in Kabul and Washington, D.C. as
primary channels to initiate urgent consultations in the event of
external aggression, or threat of external aggression.
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Such comprehensive procedures shall not, however, limit or
prejudice the Parties’ ability to consult each other in other
channels or through other mechanisms, as urgency or exigency
may require.
The Parties agree to direct the United States - Afghanistan Working
Group on Defense and Security Cooperation to promote the effective
implementation of this Article, including development of such
comprehensive procedures, and review on a regular basis the list of
measures developed pursuant to paragraph 3.

Article 7
Use of Agreed Facilities and Areas
1.
Afghanistan hereby provides access to and use of the agreed facilities
and areas, as defined in paragraph 7 of Article 2, solely to implement
the purpose and scope of this Agreement, taking into account locations
of ANDSF and the local Afghan population. Access to and use of such
agreed facilities and areas for other purposes shall be as mutually
agreed by the Parties.
2.
Under this agreement, Afghanistan hereby authorizes United States
forces to exercise all rights and authorities within the agreed facilities
and areas that are necessary for their use, operation, defense, or
control, including the right to undertake new construction works.
United States forces may carry out such construction works with
members of the force and the civilian component or by contract.
3.
Afghanistan hereby authorizes United States forces to control entry to
agreed facilities and areas that have been provided for United States
forces’ exclusive use, and to coordinate entry with Afghan authorities at
joint-use agreed facilities and areas, for the purposes of safety and
security. Upon request, the United States shall provide to relevant
authorities of Afghanistan access to any agreed facility or area that has
been provided for United States forces’ exclusive use. The Parties shall
establish mutually agreed procedures regarding Afghan authorities’
access to any agreed facility or area that has been provided for United
States forces’ exclusive use. Such procedures and access shall be
established with due respect for United States forces operations and
security requirements. Acknowledging that United States forces may
conduct force protection activities at and in the vicinity of agreed
facilities and agreed areas as are necessary, the Parties agree to
coordinate and integrate their respective plans for force protection to
ensure the safety of United States forces, with full respect for Afghan
sovereignty and with full regard for the safety and security of the
Afghan people. In furtherance of this objective, United States forces
shall not target Afghan civilians, including in their homes, consistent
with Afghan law and United States forces’ rules of engagement.
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In pursuit of the purpose and scope of this Agreement, in particular
United States efforts to train, equip, advise, and sustain ANDSF,
Afghanistan shall provide all agreed facilities and areas without charge
to United States forces.
United States forces shall be responsible for the construction,
development, operations, and maintenance costs for agreed facilities
and areas provided for their exclusive use, unless otherwise agreed by
the Parties. Construction, development, operations, and maintenance
costs for agreed facilities and areas provided for joint use, or otherwise
used jointly by United States forces and ANDSF or other entities, shall
be shared on the basis of proportionate use, unless otherwise agreed.
The United States confirms its commitment to respect relevant Afghan
environmental and health and safety laws, regulations, and standards
in the execution of its policies. United States forces operations and
activities on agreed facilities and areas shall be conducted with due
regard for the protection of the natural environment and human health
and safety, with due respect for applicable Afghan laws and regulations,
and in accordance with applicable United States laws and regulations
and applicable international agreements.
United States forces operations and activities on agreed facilities and
areas shall be conducted with full respect for Afghan laws and
regulations for the protection of sites or artifacts of historic and
cultural heritage. United States forces shall notify and consult
immediately with appropriate Afghan authorities through the Joint
Commission when sites or artifacts of historic and cultural heritage are
discovered on an agreed facility or area.

Article 8
Property Ownership
1.
United States forces shall return to Afghanistan any agreed facility or
area, or any portion thereof, including buildings, non-relocatable
structures, and assemblies connected to the soil, including those
constructed, altered, or improved by United States forces, when no
longer needed for United States forces’ use. United States forces shall
keep the requirement for such agreed facilities and areas under
periodic reassessment with a view toward such return. The Parties or
their Executive Agents shall consult regarding the terms of return of
any agreed facility or area. The Parties agree to pursue a preventative
rather than reactive approach to environmental protection and human
health and safety. The Parties recognize that the policies and practices
of the United States are designed to avoid such damage and
endangerment and to apply the more protective of either Afghan or
United States standards. In accordance with United States forces policy,
United States forces shall take prompt action to address a substantial
impact to human health and safety due to environmental
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contamination that is caused by activities of United States forces and is
located on an agreed facility or area.
All buildings, non-relocatable structures, and assemblies connected to
the soil at the agreed facilities and areas, including those constructed,
used, altered, or improved by United States forces, are for the exclusive
use of United States forces, United States contractors, and United States
contractor employees, and for others as mutually agreed. All such
buildings, non-relocatable structures, and assemblies connected to the
soil built by United States forces or provided to United States forces for
their access and use may be modified by United States forces, and
United States forces may use them exclusively until they are no longer
required by United States forces.
United States forces and United States contractors shall retain title to
all equipment, materiel, supplies, relocatable structures, and other
movable property they have installed in, imported into, or acquired
within the territory of Afghanistan in connection with the presence of
United States forces and United States contractors in Afghanistan. The
Parties shall consult regarding the possible transfer to or purchase by
Afghanistan of equipment determined to be excess, as may be
authorized by United States laws and regulations.

Article 9
Positioning and Storage of Equipment and Materiel
1.
Afghanistan authorizes United States forces to position the equipment,
supplies, and materiel of United States forces within agreed facilities
and areas, and at other locations as mutually agreed. United States
forces shall maintain title to and control over the use and disposition of
such equipment, supplies, and materiel that are stored in the territory
of Afghanistan and shall have the right to remove such items from the
territory of Afghanistan.
2.
The United States confirms its commitment to respect relevant Afghan
safety laws, regulations, and standards. United States forces shall take
all necessary measures to protect and safely store equipment, supplies,
and materiel of United States forces that are of a hazardous nature in
accordance with applicable United States laws and regulations. In
accordance with United States forces policy, United States forces shall
take prompt action (1) to clean up spills located on an agreed facility or
area; and, (2) to address a substantial impact to human health and
safety due to environmental contamination that is caused by activities
of United States forces and is located on an agreed facility or area.
3.
The United States, taking into account its obligations under the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production,
Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction,
done at Paris on January 13, 1993, and the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of
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Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their
Destruction done at Washington, London and Moscow on April 10,
1972, agrees that chemical and biological weapons shall not be stored
in the territory of Afghanistan. The Parties affirm that the United States
will not position or store nuclear weapons in the territory of
Afghanistan.
Article 10
Movement of Vehicles, Vessels, and Aircraft
1.
Afghanistan has full sovereignty over its airspace, territory, and waters.
Management of Afghanistan’s airspace and transportation shall be
exercised through relevant Afghan authorities.
2.
With full respect for Afghan sovereignty and consistent with the
purpose and scope of this Agreement, Afghanistan authorizes United
States government aircraft and civil aircraft that are operated by or
exclusively for United States forces to enter, exit, overfly, land, take off,
conduct aerial refueling, and move within the territory of Afghanistan.
United States government aircraft and civil aircraft that are operated by
or exclusively for United States forces shall not be subject to payment
of overflight or navigation fees, or landing or parking fees at
government-owned airfields, or other charges. United States
government aircraft shall be operated with full respect for the relevant
rules of safety and movement in Afghanistan, including notification
requirements. Civil aircraft being operated by or exclusively for United
States forces are subject to notification requirements regarding their
entry into and exit from the territory of Afghanistan as required by the
civil aviation authorities of Afghanistan.
3.
With full respect for Afghan sovereignty and consistent with the
purpose and scope of this Agreement, Afghanistan authorizes United
States government vessels and vehicles and other vessels and vehicles
that are operated by or exclusively for United States forces, to enter,
exit, and move within the territory of Afghanistan. All such vessels and
vehicles shall be operated with full respect for the relevant rules of
safety and movement in Afghanistan. Members of the force and of the
civilian component have a duty to respect Afghan motor vehicle
regulations when operating official vehicles.
4.
United States government aircraft, vessels and vehicles shall be free
from boarding without the consent of United States forces authorities.
United States government aircraft, vessels, and vehicles shall be free
from inspection, regulation, or registration requirements within
Afghanistan, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or as
otherwise agreed by the Joint Commission.
5.
United States forces shall pay reasonable charges for services
requested and received for United States government aircraft, vehicles,
and vessels, free of taxes or similar charges.
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The Parties agree to establish procedures to implement this Article. The
Parties shall review and update, as appropriate, such procedures, and
shall address any issues immediately through the Joint Commission
that may arise regarding such procedures.

Article 11
Contracting Procedures
1.
United States forces, in accordance with United States laws, may enter
into contracts for the acquisition of articles and services, including
construction, in the territory of Afghanistan. Afghanistan recognizes
that United States forces are bound by the laws and regulations of the
United States in the solicitation, award, and administration of such
contracts. United States forces shall strive to utilize Afghan suppliers of
goods, products, and services to the greatest extent practicable, in
accordance with United States laws and regulations.
2.
United States contractors are subject to registration in Afghanistan, via
an expedited process that shall include issuance of a business
registration license valid for three years and payment of a reasonable,
standard, one-time service charge to the Afghanistan Investment
Support Agency as required by the laws and regulations of Afghanistan.
United States contractors shall otherwise be exempt from all other
Afghan licenses and similar requirements in relation to their entry into
or execution of contracts and subcontracts with or on behalf of United
States forces.
3.
Recognizing the importance of transparency, including through the
sharing of information and consultations as may be mutually agreed,
United States forces shall give due consideration to concerns and
disputes expressed by Afghan authorities regarding United States
contractors. The Parties will work together to improve transparency,
accountability, and effectiveness of contracting processes in
Afghanistan with a view to preventing misuse and bad contracting
practices.
4.
Upon the request of either Party, the Parties shall consult immediately
through the Joint Commission concerning any issues, including issues
concerning the activities of United States contractors and United States
contractor employees, that may arise regarding implementation of this
Article.
Article 12
Utilities and Communications
1.
United States forces may produce and provide services including but
not limited to water, electricity, and other utilities for agreed facilities
and areas and for other locations as mutually agreed. The production
and provision of such services shall be notified to and coordinated with
the Joint Commission on a periodic basis. United States forces and
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United States contractors may use Afghan public water, electricity, and
other Afghan public utilities on terms and conditions, including rates or
charges, no less favorable than those paid by ANDSF, less taxes or
similar or related charges, unless otherwise mutually agreed. United
States forces’ or United States contractors’ costs shall be equal to their
proportionate use of such public utilities.
Afghanistan recognizes that United States forces shall use the radio
spectrum. The Afghan side shall allocate Afghan owned frequencies
based on relevant Afghan regulations. The United States shall be
allowed to operate its own telecommunications systems (as
telecommunication is defined in the 1992 Constitution of the
International Telecommunication Union), including the use of such
means and services as required to ensure full ability to operate
telecommunications systems, and the use of radio spectrum allocated
by appropriate Afghan authorities for this purpose. Use of radio
spectrum shall be free of cost to the United States.
United States forces, in recognition of Afghan ownership and allocation
of frequencies within Afghanistan and in the interest of avoiding
mutually disruptive interference, shall coordinate with appropriate
Afghan authorities for the allocation of frequencies for United States
forces present in Afghanistan. United States forces shall respect
frequencies in use by or reserved for local operators.
Use of telecommunications by United States forces shall be done in a
manner that avoids interference with use of radio spectrum or other
telecommunication equipment operated by the Afghan government and
other organizations the Afghan government has granted permission to
use radio spectrum and/or telecommunications equipment.

Article 13
Status of Personnel
1.
Afghanistan, while retaining its sovereignty, recognizes the particular
importance of disciplinary control, including judicial and non-judicial
measures, by the United States forces authorities over members of the
force and of the civilian component. Afghanistan therefore agrees that
the United States shall have the exclusive right to exercise jurisdiction
over such persons in respect of any criminal or civil offenses committed
in the territory of Afghanistan. Afghanistan authorizes the United States
to hold trial in such cases, or take other disciplinary action, as
appropriate, in the territory of Afghanistan.
2.
If requested by Afghanistan, the United States shall inform Afghanistan
of the status of any criminal proceedings regarding offenses allegedly
committed in Afghanistan by the members of the force or of the civilian
component involving Afghan nationals, including the final disposition
of the investigations, or prosecution. If so requested, the United States
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shall also undertake efforts to permit and facilitate the attendance and
observation of such proceedings by representatives of Afghanistan.
In the interests of justice, the Parties shall assist each other in
investigation of incidents, including the collection of evidence. In
investigating offenses, United States authorities shall take into account
any report of investigations by Afghan authorities.
The United States recognizes the critical role that Afghan law
enforcement officials play in the enforcement of Afghan law and order
and the protection of the Afghan people. Relevant Afghan authorities
shall immediately notify United States forces authorities if they suspect
a member of the force or of the civilian component is engaged in the
commission of a crime so that United States forces authorities can take
immediate action. Members of the force and of the civilian component
shall not be arrested or detained by Afghan authorities. Members of the
force and of the civilian component arrested or detained by Afghan
authorities for any reason, including by Afghan law enforcement
authorities, shall be immediately handed over to United States forces
authorities.
Afghanistan and the United States agree that members of the force and
of the civilian component may not be surrendered to, or otherwise
transferred to, the custody of an international tribunal or any other
entity or state without the express consent of the United States.
Afghanistan maintains the right to exercise jurisdiction over United
States contractors and United States contractor employees.

Article 14
Bearing of Arms and Wearing of Uniforms
1.
When present in Afghanistan under this Agreement, members of the
force and of the civilian component may possess and carry arms in
Afghanistan as required for the performance of their duties and as
authorized by their orders. When issuing such orders, United States
forces authorities shall consider relevant Afghan officials’ views
regarding appropriate locations for the presence of arms, including
considerations of public safety. In consideration of such views, United
States forces shall not, for military operations, enter mosques or other
sites of religious significance being used for religious purposes.
Members of the force may wear uniforms while in Afghanistan. United
States forces authorities shall take appropriate measures to ensure that
members of the force and of the civilian component are mindful of their
presence in public areas, including in the carrying of weapons.
2.
The Parties agree that United States contractors and United States
contractor employees are not permitted to wear military uniforms and
may only carry weapons in accordance with Afghan laws and
regulations.
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United States contractors performing security services in Afghanistan
are subject to all relevant requirements of Afghan laws and regulations.
Upon the request of either Party, the Parties shall consult immediately
through the Joint Commission concerning any issues that may arise
regarding implementation of this Article.

Article 15
Entry and Exit
1.
Members of the force and members of the civilian component may
enter and exit Afghanistan at agreed facilities and areas at locations
listed in Annex A, at official points of embarkation and debarkation as
listed in Annex B, and at other areas as mutually agreed, with
identification cards issued by the United States, and either collective or
individual movement orders. Passports and visas shall not be required.
Such personnel shall be exempt from Afghan law and regulations on
registration and control of foreign citizens.
2.
United States contractors and United States contractor employees may
enter and exit Afghanistan at the places of entry and exit described in
paragraph 1 of this Article. Passports and visas shall be required in
accordance with Afghan law. If a visa is required, and requested by a
United States contractor or a United States contractor employee, it shall
provide for multiple entries and exits and shall be valid for a period of
not less than one year. The appropriate Afghan authorities may issue or
decline to issue required visas expeditiously. In the event Afghanistan
declines to issue such visa, the appropriate Afghan authorities shall
notify the person concerned and United States forces authorities. For
exceptional situations as may be agreed through the Joint Commission,
Afghanistan shall seek to put in place and make available to United
States contractor employees a process for the issuance of visas upon
their arrival in Afghanistan.
3.
The United States recognizes the sovereign right of Afghanistan to
request the removal of any member of the force or member of the
civilian component from Afghanistan. United States forces authorities
shall take appropriate measures to expeditiously remove such persons
from Afghanistan upon request by proper Afghan authorities.
4.
The Parties agree to establish procedures to implement this Article. The
Joint Commission shall periodically review and update procedures for
appropriate Afghan authorities to process members of the force and of
the civilian component who arrive at or depart from the places of entry
and exit described in paragraph 1 of this Article, including coordination
and inspection of documentation. Afghan authorities may develop lists
of members of the force and of the civilian component entering and
exiting Afghan territory at the agreed facilities and areas, as necessary.
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Article 16
Importation and Exportation
1.
United States forces and United States contractors may import into,
export out of, re-export out of, transport, and use in Afghanistan any
equipment, supplies, materiel, technology, training, or services. The
authorizations in this paragraph do not cover the activities of United
States contractors that are not related to the presence of United States
forces in Afghanistan. Identifying documents shall be provided to
indicate that such equipment, supplies, materiel, technology, training,
or services being imported by United States contractors are for United
States forces’ purposes and not for any private commercial purposes.
2.
Members of the force and of the civilian component, United States
contractors, and those United States contractor employees who are not
Afghan nationals, may import into, export out of, re-export out of,
transport, and use in Afghanistan personal effects. The imported
quantities shall be reasonable and proportionate to personal use. The
property referred to in this paragraph may not be sold or otherwise
transferred in Afghanistan to persons who are not entitled to import
such items duty free unless such transfer is in accordance with agreed
procedures, including on payment of any taxes or fees due as a result of
such transaction, established by the Joint Commission.
3.
United States forces authorities, working with relevant Afghan
authorities, shall take appropriate measures to ensure that no items or
material of cultural or historic significance to Afghanistan are being
exported and that, as provided in United States Central Command
General Order Number 1, no alcohol, pornography, illegal narcotics, or
privately owned firearms, or other contraband or items as may be
mutually agreed, are being imported using the authorizations provided
in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article.
4.
The importation, exportation, re-exportation, transportation, and use of
any articles brought into Afghanistan pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of
this Article shall not be subject to restrictions, such as licensing,
inspection or verification, except as provided in this Article, or taxes
and customs duties or other charges assessed by government
authorities in Afghanistan within the territory of Afghanistan. If Afghan
authorities suspect the abuse of the privileges granted in paragraph 2
of this Article to United States contractors and United States contractor
employees, then relevant Afghan authorities reserve the right of
inspection of such personal effects when arriving or departing from
civilian airports in Afghanistan or in personal vehicles at border
crossings.
5.
The relevant Afghan authorities reserve the right of verification of any
container imported by United States contractors and United States
contractor employees containing items for United States forces’
purposes in Afghanistan or for personal use, as authorized in
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paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article. Without causing undue delay, and
upon presentation by the relevant Afghan authorities of information to
United States forces authorities that a United States contractor is
abusing the authority granted in paragraphs 1 or 2 of this Article,
United States forces authorities shall open and verify suspected
shipments or containers intended for import in the presence of the
Afghan authorities. Afghan authorities shall consent to the security
requirements of United States forces and upon request by United States
forces authorities permit such verifications to take place within agreed
facilities and areas or other areas as mutually agreed.
Sharing the common goal with Afghanistan of preventing the improper
entry into Afghan markets of items imported into Afghanistan under
the terms of this Agreement, United States forces authorities shall take
measures to prevent abuse of the authorizations in paragraphs 1 and 2
of this Article, and shall conduct inquiries and assist the relevant
Afghan authorities in the conduct of inquiries and the collection of
evidence relating to the suspected improper importation, exportation,
re-exportation, transfer, or disposition of goods by members of the
force, members of the civilian component, United States contractors,
and United States contractor employees.
Items imported into Afghanistan or purchased in Afghanistan pursuant
to this Article may be disposed of in Afghanistan with due respect for
Afghan laws and regulations.
Upon the request of either Party, the Parties shall review and consult
immediately through the Joint Commission concerning any issues that
may arise regarding implementation of this Article.

Article 17
Taxation
1.
The acquisition in Afghanistan of articles and services by or on behalf of
United States forces shall not be subject to any taxes or similar or
related charges assessed within the territory of Afghanistan.
2.
United States forces, including members of the force and of the civilian
component, shall not be liable to pay any tax or similar or related
charges assessed by the Government of Afghanistan within the
territory of Afghanistan.
3.
United States contractors shall not be liable to pay any tax or similar or
related charges assessed by the Government of Afghanistan within the
territory of Afghanistan on their activities, and associated income,
relating to or on behalf of United States forces under a contract or
subcontract with or in support of United States forces. However, United
States contractors that are Afghan legal entities shall not be exempt
from corporate profits tax that may be assessed by the Government of
Afghanistan within the territory of Afghanistan on income received due
to their status as United States contractors.
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United States contractors are subject to Afghan requirements regarding
employer withholding of personal income tax from United States
contractor employees who normally reside in Afghanistan and from
United States contractor employees who are Afghan nationals for
payment to Afghanistan as required by the laws and regulations of
Afghanistan.
United States contractor employees who do not normally reside in
Afghanistan and United States contractor employees who are not
Afghan nationals shall not be liable to pay any tax or similar or related
charges assessed by the Government of Afghanistan within the
territory of Afghanistan on their activities, and associated income,
relating to a contract or subcontract with or in support of United States
forces.
United States contractors and United States contractor employees are
not exempt under this Agreement from paying taxes assessed by the
Government of Afghanistan within the territory of Afghanistan on their
activities in Afghanistan that are not associated with supplying goods
and services in Afghanistan to or on behalf of United States forces
under a contract or subcontract with or in support of United States
forces.

Article 18
Driving and Professional Licenses
1.
Afghanistan agrees to accept as valid, without a driving test or fee,
driving licenses or permits issued by United States authorities to
members of the force or of the civilian component, United States
contractors, and United States contractor employees for operation of
vehicles, vessels, aircraft, or other equipment by or for United States
forces within the territory of Afghanistan.
2.
Afghanistan agrees to accept as valid all professional licenses issued by
United States authorities to members of the force or of the civilian
component and United States contractors or United States contractor
employees in relation to the provision of services as part of their
official or contractual duties.
3.
United States forces authorities shall endeavor to ensure that members
of the force or of the civilian component, United States contractors, and
United States contractor employees have current, valid driving licenses
and permits for operation of vehicles, vessels, aircraft, or other
equipment by or for United States forces within the territory of
Afghanistan. The Joint Commission shall establish mechanisms to
exchange information on United States licenses and permits. In
response to requests from Afghan authorities, the United States shall
seek to verify the validity of such licenses.
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Article 19
Motor Vehicles
Afghanistan agrees to accept as valid the registration and licensing by
United States forces authorities of the official vehicles of United States forces.
Upon the request of United States forces authorities, Afghan authorities shall
issue, without charge, license plates for United States forces’ official, nontactical vehicles. United States forces’ official, non-tactical vehicles shall display
official Afghan license plates that are indistinguishable from other Afghan
license plates, upon their provision by Afghanistan.
Article 20
Service Support Activities
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

United States forces may directly or through contract establish and
operate at agreed facilities and areas service support activities,
including military post offices, banking services, military service
exchanges, commissaries,
recreational service areas, and
telecommunications services, including broadcast services. It is not the
United States’ intention for broadcasting, media, and entertainment
services to reach beyond the scope of the agreed facilities and areas.
Taking into consideration Afghan laws, traditions, and customs, United
States forces may continue to make available television and radio
broadcast services such as media and entertainment programming for
the purposes of morale, welfare, and recreation of United States forces
and other authorized recipients located on agreed facilities and areas.
United States forces shall take appropriate measures to limit
broadcasting, television programs, media, and entertainment services
to authorized recipients and to agreed facilities and areas.
Access to service support activities shall be in accordance with United
States regulations. United States forces authorities shall adopt
appropriate measures to prevent the abuse of such service support
activities and the sale or resale of goods or services to persons who are
not authorized to patronize such service support activities or
providers.
No license, permit, or inspection shall be required by Afghanistan for
activities connected with such service support activities.
The activities, and any organizations undertaking the activities referred
to in this Article, are integral parts of United States forces and shall be
accorded the same fiscal and customs exemptions granted to United
States forces, including those provided in Articles 16 and 17 of this
Agreement. Such organizations and activities shall be maintained and
operated in accordance with applicable United States regulations. Such
activities shall not be required to collect or pay taxes or to pay other
fees related to their operations. Access to these service support
activities shall be restricted to members of the force, members of the
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civilian component, United States contractors and United States
contractor employees, and others as may be authorized.
Mail shipped within the United States Military Postal Service
transportation system shall be exempt from inspection, search, or
seizure by Afghan authorities.
The Joint Commission shall periodically review the service support
activities and resolve by mutual agreement questions arising in the
course of implementation of this Article.

Article 21
Currency and Exchange
The Parties agree to establish procedures regarding currency and
exchange. The Parties shall review and update, as appropriate, such
procedures and shall address any issues immediately through the Joint
Commission that may arise regarding such procedures.
Article 22
Claims
1.
Each Party waives any and all claims (other than contractual claims)
against the other for damage to, loss of, or destruction of its property or
injury or death to members of United States forces or ANDSF, and their
respective civilian components, arising out of the performance of their
official duties in Afghanistan.
2.
For claims not excluded under paragraph 1 of this Article, United States
forces authorities shall pay just and reasonable compensation in
settlement of meritorious third party claims arising out of acts or
omissions of members of the force and of the civilian component done
in the performance of their official duties and incident to the noncombat activities of United States forces. Such claims shall be
expeditiously processed and settled by United States forces authorities
in accordance with the laws and regulations of the United States and
seriously considering the laws, customs, and traditions of Afghanistan.
3.
In settling third party claims, United States forces authorities shall take
into account any report of investigation or opinion provided to them by
Afghan authorities regarding liability or amount of damages.
4.
The settlement or adjudication of contract claims shall be carried out in
accordance with the terms of the contracts.
5.
Upon the request of either Party, the Parties shall consult immediately
through the Joint Commission concerning any issues that may arise
regarding implementation of this Article.
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Article 23
Annexes
Any Annex appended to this Agreement shall form an integral part of
this Agreement, and may be amended by written agreement of the Parties.
Article 24
Disputes and Implementation
1.
Any divergence in views or dispute regarding the interpretation or
application of this Agreement shall be resolved through consultations
between the Parties and shall not be referred to any national or
international court, tribunal or other similar body, or any third party
for settlement.
2.
The Parties, or their Executive Agents including through the Joint
Commission, may enter into Implementing Arrangements and
procedures to carry out the provisions of this Agreement.
3.
Cooperation under this Agreement is subject to the relevant laws and
regulations of the respective Parties, including applicable
appropriations laws.
4.
United States forces authorities shall pay reasonable, fair market
charges, minus any taxes, for goods or services they request and
receive.
Article 25
Joint Commission
1.
The Parties hereby establish a Joint Commission to oversee
implementation of this Agreement. The Joint Commission shall be cochaired by representatives of the Executive Agents. The Joint
Commission may include other governmental representatives
requested by the Executive Agents and appointed by the Parties.
2.
The Joint Commission shall determine its own procedures and arrange
for such auxiliary organs, including the establishment of Working
Groups and administrative services, as may be considered appropriate.
Each Executive Agent shall bear the costs of its participation in the Joint
Commission.
3.
The Joint Commission shall coordinate and exchange information, as
appropriate, with the United States - Afghanistan Working Group on
Defense and Security Cooperation established under the Strategic
Partnership Agreement.

Article 26
Entry into Force, Amendment, and Termination
1.
This Agreement shall enter into force on January 1, 2015, after the
Parties notify one another through diplomatic channels of the
completion of their respective internal legal requirements necessary
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for the entry into force of this Agreement. It shall remain in force until
the end of 2024 and beyond, unless terminated pursuant to paragraph
4 of this Article.
2.
This Agreement, upon its entry into force, shall supersede the exchange
of notes dated September 26, 2002, December 12, 2002, and May 28,
2003, regarding the status of United States forces in Afghanistan. This
Agreement shall also supersede any prior agreements and
understandings which the Parties mutually determine, through a
subsequent exchange of diplomatic notes, to be contrary to the
provisions of this Agreement.
3.
This Agreement may be amended by written agreement of the Parties
through the exchange of diplomatic notes.
4.
This Agreement may be terminated by mutual written agreement or by
either Party upon two years' written notice to the other Party through
diplomatic channels. Termination of any Annex to or Implementing
Arrangement under this Agreement does not result in termination of
this Agreement. Termination of this Agreement in accordance with this
paragraph shall, without further action, result in termination of all
Annexes and Implementing Arrangements.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorized by
their respective Governments, have signed this Agreement.
DONE at Kabul, this 30th day of September 2014 in duplicate, in the
English, Pashto, and Dari languages, each text being equally authentic.
FOR THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
FOR THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN:
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ANNEX A
List of Locations in Afghanistan of Afghan Facilities and Areas Provided
by Afghanistan for United States Forces Access and Use (“Agreed Facilities and
Areas”)
•
Kabul
•
Bagram
•
Mazar-i-Sharif
•
Herat
•
Kandahar
•
Shorab (Helmand)
•
Gardez
•
Jalalabad
•
Shindand
Agreed facilities and areas also include other facilities and areas, if any,
of which United States forces have the use as of the effective date of this
Agreement and other facilities and areas at other locations in Afghanistan as
may be agreed and authorized by the Minister of Defense.
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Annex B
Official Points of Embarkation and Debarkation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Land Ports:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bagram Airbase
Kabul International Airport
Kandahar Airbase
Shendand Airbase
Herat International Airport
Mazar-e-Sharif Airport
Shorab (Helmand)

Toorkham, Nangarhar Province
Spinboldak, Kandahar Province
Toorghundi, Herat Province
Hairatan, Balkh Province
Sherkhan Bandar, Kunduz Province
Other official points of embarkation and debarkation as may be
mutually agreed.
http://mfa.gov.af/en/news/bsa

